LEATHER GUIDE
Leather can work in any decor, practical, functional and luxurious.
We are often asked, which is better, Pigmented or Aniline— both are great, it
comes down to the appearance that appeals, or the durability, specifications you
require. Both are going to last, and look good.
Having your own bespoke made pieces is easy. You might want to match some
other furniture of have a piece that is just right, or higher quality. Booth seating is
also popular at the moment—built in leather booths—look fabulous.
You just need to know a few things about hides—hopefully we cover those off in
here. The end results are worth it, one off original pieces .

Lapco are the largest leather
and hide merchants in N.Z
Over 4000 colors available
Experts in leather supply &
making the amazing in hide.

Pigmented Leather

Contact
Lapco fro leather
25 Virginia Ave East
Eden Terrace
Auckland 1021
09 302 1350
Info@lapco.co.nz
Www.lapco.co.nz

Aniline Leather

What can I
expect?
Leather is a beautiful natural product, variations will occur, as will
holes, Brahman zippers (this is
from the removal of the hump from
Brahman cattle) , scars, marks and
fold lines- all hides will have some
marking natural characteristics.
These are standard with leathers
internationally and are natural
characteristics not flaws.

Pigmented leather

Colour variations from client samples are normal especially in Aniline leathers
Leather is a luxury product , there
will always be waste from hides.

Corrected Grain—Pigmented
This is a widely used leather, hides that do not have a perfect enough surface to
be full anilines, have the surface buffed and filled and an application of colour put
over the top and a texture print rolled across the surface (embossed). These
leathers are the lowest price genuine top grain leather you can buy, and are durable practical leathers. Basics, Urban, Picasso & Toro are pigmented corrected
grains.

Why use them?
Hardwearing, practical leathers, great range of colors . Or you simply prefer this
look. They are generally the lower price pointed leathers. And have a painted
type appearance.
Can come with Auto, Marine and Aviation ratings

Semi Aniline
Semi-aniline leathers are produced through a very similar process to full-aniline,
but have a small amount of pigment and a thin clear protective top coat added to
protect it from wear and staining. The natural beauty of the hide still shows
through while offering color consistency and higher durability. Nova, Mattise &
Sovereign are semi anilines

Why use them?
Amazing range of colors, practical leathers, Smoother surface. Or you simply
prefer this look. They are generally the mid price pointed leathers. And have a
light painted type appearance.

Semi Aniline

We can do….


Printed leathers



Custom colours— 200sqm minimum—2-3 month lead.



Metallic leather



Sueded and nubuck leathers .



Match leathers



Advice on projects



Advice on hair on hide or leather



We also have stock leathers and
one off hides.



Leather for walls and floors

Upholstery
leathers


1 – 1.3 mm this is the
standard thickness in upholstery hides. Higher
priced hides are thicker–
thicker is stronger with less
stretch.



Large clean even panels
can be tricky—average
hide length is 155cm x
140cm this is the cutting
panel. There may still be
marks, holes within this
panel.



Leather comes in an amazing array of colour and
finish



Hides are generally 4.8 –
5sqm. Some luxury hides
are up to 6. Our basics
average size is 3.5-4—
great for small projects.



You can use upholstery
hides for wall panel
&doors.



Certification—we have
leathers with commercial
certification, aviation, marine and outdoor.



Full grain—natural grain
surface of the hide—these
are seen as premium
leathers.



Hair on hides can also be
used for furnishings.



Leather is made in batches—there is variation between these batches.



International orders are
non returnable, and indent
stock takes 7-14 days.



Sampling is expensive, we
keep library reference
samples in showroom
Many of these we cannot
send out or reproduce .



X by 2 what you would
need in fabric

Aniline leather

Aniline Leather
These are very natural looking leathers and are very popular. Vintage looking
leather falls into this category. Full aniline leathers use the best quality hides,
though you will see pores, scars, stretch marks, as they retain the hides natural
surface commonly called top or full grain. Aniline leathers are drum dyed so the
pigment goes all the way through. They are not coated with topcoat paint or insoluble pigments. These leathers can be two tone or pull up (the colour varies when
stretched), and are often finished with waxes and oils. These leathers fade especially in sunlight, and mark when scratched. They do require care but have a
timeless beauty. Classic Range ,Havana, Hampton, Sundance and Naturals collection are aniline leathers.

Why use them?
Quality, natural looks, design aesthetic. They are generally the higher price pointed leathers. And have a very natural surface appearance. You will generally require more aniline leather if you do not wish to see imperfections. Aniline hides
fade and mark—they build up a natural patina over time.

Amazing interiors start with amazing products, amazing design, and taking risks.
We are here to help make the dreams a reality.

Leather Terms
ANILINE LEATHER: Leather that has been dyed through with aniline dyes. Pure aniline leathers represent approximately 5 percent of all
upholstery leathers produced worldwide. Sometimes topped with a resin, or lacquer protective coating; can also be waxed or oiled. These
are quality upholstery hides that mark, fade and change with use, they absorb oils.
BELT LEATHER: Vegetable-tanned leather can be used in the construction of furniture generally over 3mm
BUFFED : Leather which has been buffed or lightly sueded. This can be referred to as snuffed, nubuck leather, or grain-sueded leather.
CHROME TANNAGE: Leather tanned in chromium salts, generally chromium sulphate resulting in soft, mellow hides receptive to excellent
colour variety. Currently the most widely used tannage in the world.
CORRECTED GRAIN - The outside skin or top grain is sanded/buffed/snuffed or abraded to minimize faults. It is then pigmented to cover
the sanding and printed with an artificial grain. A spray sealer topcoat is then applied.
CRUST (SEMI-FINISHED LEATHER): Leather which has been tanned, re-tanned, dyed (or not), fat liquored, dried and softened, but not
finished. Such leathers referred to as being crust.
DRUM DYING: The application of dyes to leather by the immersion of the leather in a drum that is tumbled. This process allows full dye
penetration into the leather fibre.
EMBOSSED LEATHER: A pattern is applied by extreme pressure in a press to give a unique design or imitation of full grain characteristics
(light grain pattern or hair cell prints. Sometimes leathers are embossed to make them appear to be exotic leathers, such as embossing an
alligator pattern into cowhide or a floral pattern.
FINISH: Surface applications on the leather to colour, protect, or mask imperfections. More specifically, all processes administered to leather after it has been tanned.
FULL GRAIN - The term used for the outside original skin or hide which has had the hair removed, but otherwise has not been corrected or
altered. Full-grain leather possesses the genuine original grain of the animal.
GLAZED FINISH: Similar to an aniline finish except that the leather surface is polished to a high luster by the action of glass on steel rollers
under tremendous pressure.
GRAIN: This term is used to describe the surface of leather. The hides finished surface consisting of pores, wrinkles and other characteristics which constitute the natural texture of leather.
GRAIN, EMBOSSED: An artificial grain pressed into the surface of top grain leather from which the original grain has been removed.
PATINA: A surface appearance of something grown beautiful, especially with age or use; an appearance or aura that is derived from association, habit, or established character.
PERFORATED: Leather with small holes cut in the hide. Perforated leather is achieved by die cutting small holes in the leather to form a
pattern in the hide. Commonly used in the Auto industry.
PIGMENTED: The process of colouring and coating the leather surface with pigments dispersed in film-forming chemicals called binders
which can be tailor-made to produce surfaces that are highly resistant to wear and fading. Leathers that have been sprayed with a pigmented, opaque finish. This is usually done to cover imperfections in leather.
RECONSTITUTED LEATHER: Material composed of the collagen fibre obtained from macerated (chopped up) hide pieces, which have
been constructed into a fibrous mat.
SIDE: Half a hide cut along the backbone.
SPLIT LEATHER (SPLIT): Skin sliced in layers to give uniform thickness to the piece (grain side). Split leather (inside) s trimmed and finished as suede (suede splits). Cheap leathers are sometimes pigmented splits with embossed imitation grain.
SUEDE: Leathers that are finished by buffing the flesh side (opposite the grain side) to produce a nap. Term refers to the napping process,
and is unrelated to the type of skin used. (referred to as splits or suede splits by wholesalers) See: Split Leather.

